
LawThor

A social network for trusted 
lawyers from Baltic states

Development service

1100 hours 

Time spent on the project

LawTech

Business niche

React, Redux, Django, Testing

Technologies we used

Unfortunately, there are practically 
no solutions like Linkedin for other 
industries.

Today professional social networks are gradually replacing the usual job 

board websites. This problem also applies to the legal industry. LinkedIn, 

although it can be used to find specialists and vacancies in any business 

niche, is the most popular among representatives of the IT industry.

That is why we decided to create a startup that would bring together all 

proven lawyers in one place, helping those who need them find their 

contacts and relevant legal information.

C h a l l e n g e

The customer owns a legal firm that needed a multi-functional 

website to promote his team of specialists on the Internet.

It was important to simplify the process of managing information 

about each employee as much as possible. Form a system of 

access rights for each of the categories of users. Build a landing 

page according to the provided user flow. And also take into 

account the wishes of the SEO specialist from the customer's 

team, regarding the code fields of third-party web services.

Product overview

Solution overview As a result, we created a website in the form of a blog, where there are 

publications of lawyers who are Members of the Lawthor team. Here you can 

find needed information about the lawyers: in what field they work, their 

access level (accreditation in Estonia), work experience.

Client/Target audience

The target audience of the product is trusted lawyers from Baltic states. At the moment, it has gained the greatest 

popularity in Estonia. But the target audience of the product will soon scale.

Ivan Selivanov

We also built an online catalog where the existing categories of law are located. 

All content is presented in two languages - English and Estonian.

Features for clients in need of legal assistance:

The ability to find a lawyer by work experience, position, a 

list of their publications on the website, contact details and 

rates;

Base of articles for self-education, divided by areas of law;

The structured list of services, each of which includes a list 

of companies, their location by region, access level, and 

staff;

Support for different interface languages the list of which 

will be significantly expanded in the near future.

Our development team consisted of 7 specialists. Despite the 

small team, we managed to implement the project within 

established deadlines.

Our development team
1

Project manager

1
QA specialist

1
Designers

2
Front-end 

developers

2
Back-end


developers

We decided to build a blog-like website based on React. In order to implement this service, we have 

selected the following tools:

Our approach

Testing

We paid special attention to 

testing the usability of the 

solution so that its interface 

has a minimal learning curve

Django

This is a Python-based 

framework for developing 

web applications with which 

we created the backend

React JS

This is a JS library for creating 

user interfaces, we used it for 

frontend development

Redux

This is a predictable state 

container for JavaScript apps
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Features for administrators:

This platform component can be customized to simplify the 

process of moderating content on the site;

The administrator has the ability to regulate user access to 

the site (for example, provide the ability to post articles or 

news);

The administrator can quickly change the data in the 

employee profiles, as well as add information about new 

team members;

In addition, the administrator can validate the competence 

information of other users.

Thanks for watching!
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